
 
 

 

The paper is dedicated to construction of new fast and 

flexible hash-based message authentication codes (HMACs) 

that will provide large files with cryptographically stable 

digestions in the Postquantum era.  
These instruments can be used for detecting cyber-terrorist 

attacks, file audits and checking the integrity of messages 

during communication, We use algebraic properties of well 

known extremal graphs D(n, q) and A(n,q) with good 

expansion property for the construction of HMACS. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We propose new fast algorithms for the creation of 

sensitive digests of electronic files to detect cyberattacks, 

computer viruses or other damages and check data 

integrirty. These tools can be used to defend virtual 

organization and conduct the audit of all files after a 

registered intervention. Cryptographic stability of new key-

dependent hash functions is associated with complex 

algebraic problems, such as the study of systems of 

algebraic equations of large degree and the problem of 

decomposition of nonlinear transformation into the 

composition of given generators. These facts justify 

resistance of digests against adversary attacks with the 

usage of algorithms in terms of Turing machine or 

Quantum Computation Theory. 

Algorithms of digests generation use idea of presentation 

of files in the form of sequences (words) of elements of 

finite commutative ring K , such as finite field or 

arithmetical ring modulo 2m. Such words can be treated as 

elements of free semigroup or its modification S with the 

usage of additive ring operation. The presentation of k - 

regular tree (or other regular infinite graph) in the form of 

projective limit of finite graphs given by equations allows to 

define «compression homorphism» of S into group of 

polynomial transformations of affine space Kt (space of 

tigests of the chosen dimension (t). Affine transformations 

are used to hide the homomorphic map. This scheme is 

new.  

Implemented accordingly to this scheme family of fast 

algorithms was investigated via computer simulations on 

the real data of large size. Change of single character of the 

document in binary alphabet causes the change of the 

majority of characters of produced digest (≥98%). This 
property and evaluation of time execution of software 

programs justify potential of practical usage of implemented 

algorithm for cybersecurity tasks. 

II. ON THE VERIFICATION OF ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS 

Protection of large data repositories against cyberattacks 

via creation of digests of both encoded and original 

electronic documents in the selected starting time is the 

impotent task. With a change of time new digests could be 

created and compared to the original ones. The presence of 

any changes indicates damage to the files (cyberattack, 

computer virus, hardware failure, staff error and more). 

For the checking the integrity of electronic documents 

within transmission the correspondent creates a digest of 

the original file and the same file in an encrypted form. 

His/her partner creates a digest of the received decrypted 

document and the original encrypted document. 

Correspondents compare the digests and conclude whether 

or not document was damaged. 

A simplified model of the global information space can 

be imagined as a large, growing network of registered 

virtual users (individuals or institutions) who exchange 

information and can store it in electronic repositories 

located on the network or isolated from them. 

The size of files for sharing (electronic documents) tends 

to grow. An important category of information space is 

trustworthiness of documents. 

Users can use a symmetric private key algorithm to 

encrypt documents and key exchange protocol to maintain 

encryption security. Certified public key algorithms may be 

also  used to change the key. These methods ensure the 

security of the exchange channels. 

It is easy to see that even if a reliable encryption is used  

it does not provide a complete trustworthines of the 

documents, because it is necessary to take into account the 

noise in the channels and the problems of safe storage of 
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files in electronic repositories, where documents can be 

tampered with, damaged by computer viruses, technical 

errors in the work of computing machinery, etc. 

It should be noted that the threat of powerful 

cyberterrorist attacks on repositories of electronic 

information are recently increasing. There consequences are 

not only information leakage, but also a damage or a 

falsification of documents. It is clear that once a cyberattack 

is detected on a corporate information repository you need 

to audit all system files. Countering these threat require the 

development of a new software. 

Other information security tasks require a general hash 

function that does not require a key or password (see for 

instance [1], [2] and further references).   

III. REQUIREMENTS TO DIGESTS 

The cryptographically stable hash function f must provide 

the practical impossibility of selecting a pair of links x and 

z with the same value of the hash function. The digest of a 

document created with a key-dependent hash function 

(MAC) uses the HMAC symbol. When users want to  

exchange correspondence securily, verifying who is the 

actual author of the letter, and the absence of changes when 

forwarding, they  choose a shared MAC. Additionally  they 

use a common symmetric encryption scheme. 

In addition to cryptographical stability the execution 

speed and high indicator of avalanch effect are important. 

Avalanch effect can be measured in the following way. The 

HMAC of generated file has to be computed, after this step 

some chosen character of original file has to be changed for 

other symbol and HMAC for the new file has to be 

computed. 

Finally bit to bit comparison of characters of two HMACs 

has  to be done and persantage of changed characters has to 

be computed. For practical usage of HMAC is necessary to 

show that change of arbitrarily used character leads to the 

change of at least 40 persent of bites independently from the 

size of tested files. 

Introduced approach of usage of special subgroups of 

endomorphisms from CSn(K) is useful for the development 

of stream ciphers of Symmetric Cryptography (see for 

instance [3], [4], [5] and further references) and 

constructions of HMACs (see [6] where special linear 

groups have been used).  We use nonlinear subgroups of 

CSn(K). The method of generation of nonlinear 

transformations of free modules over commutative rings 

described in the terms of special graphs defined by algebraic 

equations (so called linguistic graphs) can be used instead 

of methods of generators  and equations. Other applications 

of graph theory to Cryptography are considered in [7]. 

Studies of message authentification codes and НMACs is 

a hot topic.Complete list of all published papers within this 

direction is impossible to make, we only refer to some  

recent papers [8] - [17]. 

Recall that noncommutative cryptography is an active 

field of cryptology that explores cryptographic primitives 

and systems based on algebraic structures such as groups, 

semigroups, and non-commutative rings. 

One of the earliest applications of noncommutative 

algebraic structure for cryptographic purposes was the usage 

of groups for the development of cryptographic protocols. 

The method of usage of platform G  which is a subgoup 

or subsemigroup of affine Cremona semigroup CS(Kn) 

defined over finite commutative ring K under the condition 

that each element is presented in [19]. This is an attempt to 

merge methods of noncommutative cryptography and 

multivariate cryptography. 

Studies of message authentification codes and  НMACs is 

a hot topic. Noteworthy that arbitrary hash function such as 

MD5 or SHA-1 can be  used for the composition of HMACs 

corresponding to MD5 and SHA-1 message authntication 

codes are known as HMAC-MD5 and HMAC-SHA-1  

respectively. HMAC's cryptographic performance depends 

on the cryptographic performance of the underlying hash 

function, the size of its hash output,  the size and quality of 

the key. 

IV. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND OF PROPOSED HASH 

FUNCTIONS 

Let )(KF  be a space of potentially infinite texts in 

alphabit K which is the totality of all tuples of kind  

Kaaaa ik ),,...,,( 21  of different case k . Assume that K 

is finite commutative ring and identify )(KF  with the 

semigroup with the following operation 

)

21212121 ,,,,...,,(),...,,(),...,,(

ks

kkksk

ab

ababaaabbbaaa




 Let 
)(KF 

 be the subsemigroup of all words (tuples) of 

even length. We assume that CST(K n) stands for the 

semigroup of all polynomial maps of affine space 
n

K  in 

itself.  

Our algorithm is based on the following mathematical 

statement.   

Theorem 1 (see [20]). For each natural integer m≥2 there 

exists homomorphism ψ: F’(K)→CSm(K) such that its 

image  
))(( KF 

 is a group G of cubic polynomial 

transformations of degree 3.  

Recall that the property of m 
 to be homomorphic 

map  means that 
)()()( baba   

. 

Transformations satisfying  conditions of the theorem are 

defined in constructive way in terms of the theory of 

discrete dynamic systems defined via algebraic graphs with 
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extremal properties. These methods allow to get the lower 

bound 
n

G
42|| 

 of the order of G. Noteworthy that the 

proposition defines rare mathematical object. Superposition 

of two randomly chosen cubic maps will have degree 9 , in 

the case of 3 such maps resulting degree will be 27, 

composition of 4 such maps  has degree 81,  but in the 

constructed group all compositions of several maps will 

have degree ≤3.  
It was not the G group itself that was used to create the 

MAC but the mapping that defines it along with the 

affine A and B transformations of the Cremony group with 

the rule BxAxg )(:  . It is not hard to see that it's a 

natural data compression operator that maps an infinite set 

of all even-length words in the alphabet K to a finite set. 

The output is a list of coordinates g (x) to which the full 

differential operator is applied twice. Computer simulation 

made it possible to calculate a very high avalanche effect 

within 97-98 percents. For example, in MAC of Russian 

researchers the avalanche effect interval is estimated as 47-

50% [18]. The constructive definition of compression 

homomorphisms is defined in terms of the theory of 

linguistic graphs. The known linguistic graphs A (n, K) and 

D (n, K) constructed for solving some  problems of extreme 

graph theory  are used (see [21] and furtherreferences). 

V. ON THE OPTION TO SPEED UP THE ALGORITHM 

In this unit we present the modification of described 

above algorithm which allows to present (or even improve) 

the level of riched avalanche effect under essential increase 

of execution time. We have to admit that algorithm is 

described ‘’by modulo’’ of computation of homomorphism 
value in a given point. Constructive definition of ψ were 
already described in the previous sections. 

Let 
),...,,( 21 naaa

 be digital document presented in the 

alphabet K after  the merge of file with some pseudorandom 

word of constant length.. We assume that parameter n is 

even. Users select the size of digest nmm ,  where 

)1(Om 
 or  

)(nOm 
 together with the key is formed by 

increasing  sequence of positive integers 
)1(),...,2(),1( miii

 

and nonsingular matrix М with entries from commutative 

ring 256Z
 of residues modulo 256. Users form vector 

),...,,( 21 mvvvu 
, where 

)1(1211 ,...,...   jijjn avvaaav
. Secondly 

they compute the cubical map 
),...,,( 21 nm aaaF 

 and 

its value on the vector u.  Computed row vector
)(uF

 has to 

be multoplied on matrix M. Vector 
MuFw )(

 is the 

digest of document.  

Note, that the value of )(uF  is calculated  via recursive 

procedure, its complexity is approximated as )(mnO  and 

coincides with the complexity of digest generation. 

This basic algorithm is easy to modify without the change 

of computational complexity. In particular the folloving 

variants can be used.  

One can present the word ),...,,( 21 naaa  in a form  of 

concatenation of finite number of words tzzz ,...,, 21  of 

even length.  Secondly he/she selects the sequence 

kuuu ,...,, 21  where ui ϵ <z1,z2 ,…,zl> such that each word  

iz  appears at least one time in this sequence. The next step 

is a computation of value of product of kuuu ,...,, 21  in the 

presented above semigroup of words  )(KF  . Algorithm is 

modified via the change of cubic map )(a  for )(y . In 

the case of open partition of file cryptographic stability  

such digest rests on the decomposition problem of  )(y  

into the product of transformation )( iz  from affine 

Cremona group. Noteworthy that the polynomial 

postquantum algorithm for solving this problem is 

unknown.  

In fact this problem appears under the condition of the 

incomplete knowledge because only the value )(y  is 

known but not the cubical map itself. In this modification 

users have to understand that the partition of а on subwords 

iz  and the sequence ju
 are considered as a part of 

common private key for correspondents.  

2) Correspondents can compute 1v  as aproduct of 

expressions 
12 ia

 and obtain iv
 by division of 1iv

 on 

12 )1( jia
. 

3) In the case 2 one can change iv
 for its odd powers k, 

k<128. Then these degrees have to be counted  as 

parameters of private key.   

Implemented cases are convenient for their usage in 

blockchain technologies  where digests in the form of 

sequence of bites 0 and 1 symbols are needed.   

We have to note that good mixing properties of 

compression maps are based on the constructions of 

homomorphisms of infinite semigroup of words of even 

length in affine Cremona group defined via families of 

algebraic graphs  with remarkable extremal properties. 

VI. ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF DIGEST GENERATION 

ALGORITHMS 

Programs are inmplemented in С++ language. Time 

execution of a software depends on the parameters of a 

computer. We use ordinary personal  computer with 
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Pentium 3.00 GHz processor, 2GB of RAM memory for 

Windows 7 system.  

For the computer simulations with presented above basic 

algorithm on the base of group GA(n,K) we use sparse 

matrix М, computable in time O(m) where  m is digest size.  

Digests were presented in characters of binary alphabet to  

measure of avalanch effect. Time execution in seconds for 

files of various size is presented below. 

 

Table 1 – Time execution of digests generation 

 

S
iz

e 
o

f 
fi

le
 

(m
eg

ab
y

te
s)

  

Size of digests ( in bites) 

256 512 1024 

4,0 1,36 2,74 5,52 

16,1 4,94 9,90 19,82 

38,7 11,60 23,20 46,46 

62,3 18,54 37,10 74,22 

121,3 36,24 72,52 145,02 

174,2 51,22 103,66 207,34 

 

Computer simulation demonstrates that  the change of a 

single character of an electronic document leads to the 

change of  98% of the corresponding digest. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The routine work of an enterprise, corporation, financial 

institution requires a long-term work of specialists with a 

large number of electronic documents. Specialists must use 

proven information to make sound planning decisions. The 

validation tool for checking the documents can be large files 

compression algorithm producing a digest of a certain size, 

sensitive to any change in input characters. 

New family of key-dependent fast algorithms for creating 

electronic documents digest is proposed. Computer 

simulation allows to investigate the high level of an 

emerging avalanche effect. Let K be a freely chosen finite 

commutative ring and m is a positive  integer. The 

algorithms use the recently found homomorphic 

compression mapping of a semigroup of potentially infinite 

texts in the alphabet K to a finite group of cubic polynomial 

transformations  of an affine space Km. 

The cryptographic stability of hashing functions is 

associated with complex algebraic problems, such as the 

investigation of large-scale algebraic equation systems and 

the problem of decomposition of a nonlinear mapping of a 

free module by given generators. 

Algorithms are implemented in the cases of finite 

fields
32
2

16
2

8
2 ,, FFF

, arithmetic ring 256Z  and  В(32) 

(Boolean ring of order 
322 ).  

Computer simulation demonstrates that the speed of the 

algorithm increases with the size of the base switching ring. 

The proposed algorithms can handle data in the form of 

texts, video and audio files, movies , etc. The developed 

methods of creation of digests have flow character, the 

speed  in the case of a constant size of digest depends 

linearly on size n of the file. The rise of parameter n 

increases the cryptographic stability. Block implementation 

is possible but not motivated, because fixed block size limits 

the number of variables of a system of nonlinear equations 

The need for further research and technological 

development to create new key-dependent fast hash 

functions is linked to cybersecurity challenges, the growth 

of global information space, the expectation of a quantum 

computer, and the development of bitcoins technologies 

where we need to hash out arbitrary-sized inputs into the 

sequence of bits that is the digest of the so-called 

blockchains. 

The proposed robust algorithms for creating sensitive 

digests of documents will now be practically used to detect 

cyberattacks and audit all system files after a logged-in 

intervention. This is the first successful attempt to 

implement the idea of non-commutative cryptography to 

create HMACs. We still believe that further work is needed 

to optimize the built algorithms, compare them with 

previously known HMACs and crypto-analytical studies. 
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